
There are 537 students on roll who students arrive from over 50 feeder primary schools 

from 15 areas of the city in the IDACI top 10% most deprived. Our academy has 98 staff 

members with 57 teaching staff. Our students speak a diverse 44 different languages but 

they have 1 defining characteristic, their unique identity and ability.  

Inside this inner city academy there lies hidden treasure that can be found in every corner of 

the school. You can find these gems in the classroom heads down, deep in Purple Zone, 

rowing at 115 Beats per Minute to the motivational calls of their coach. They reside in 

reading groups on a Friday discussing and debating a week in the news. They shine in Maths 

Across the Curriculum in form rooms where Algebra and Geometry are common place.  

Our students wear their uniform with pride but it is what is beyond the jumper that is the 

surprise. There are students who dare to achieve beyond what they are today; the cadet, 

magician, dancer, gymnast, archer, martial artist, footballer, kickboxer and trophies in 

abundance. Our clever linguists brimming with esteem in their national dress, waving flags 

in honour of their culture and heritage. There are objects that remind us of those who are 

loved and lost, memories of happy times, objects that bring joy and comfort; a good book, a 

dinosaur jaw, a teddy bear, a sari and unicorn; and who could forget the arrival of Poppy the 

dog.  

Much like the transition into our permanent site the transformation of our students into 

their special and unique selves was inspiring. The anticipation and discussion about the 

project overheard on corridors at break and lunch for weeks on end. How can one object 

epitomise who you are and where you have been, what you believe and your identity?  

Our Embracing and Celebrating Diversity project was spearheaded by the creative maverick 

that is Jenny Makin and her professional team of photographers and design team. The task - 

for all students to bring into the Academy an object of importance, something special, an 

item that they felt had a place of significance in their everyday lives. On the day the 

atmosphere was electric. Students arrived in school clutching their most prized possessions 

ready to have their photograph taken in perpetuity. The event described in earnest as “a 

sense of pride and belonging exuded by students was as heartwarming as it was tangible.” 

As a community project we extended this celebration to include parents and carers by 

sending them a copy of their child’s photograph and a personalised handwritten message; 

promoting parental engagement, shared pride in their child’s unique identity; and their 

place in our Academy and community. 

The result of the project is a celebration of youth, of innocence and light. A burst of colour, 

of culture and life. The photographs adorning the atrium as an eclectic snapshot of the 

many faces of our student body. Proud and bold. Jenny and her team capturing the 

endearing spirit of The Ruth Gorse Academy stripped back to its honest roots. 

 

 

 


